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ABSTRACT 
Matrix representations of the extremal operator S* I Kerp(S*) deduced pre- 
viously from lengthy calculations in H 2 are shown to be consequences of simple 
identities for MSbius functions (with matrix coefficients) of the shift operator. 
The extremal operator T(p) corresponding to a polynomial p of degree 
n with all zeros in the open unit disk is defined as follows. If S is the shift 
operator 
(x0 ,z l , . . . )  -+ (0 .x0 ,x l  . . . .  ) 
on the Hilbert space of all square summable sequences, then the kernel of 
p(S*) is an n-dimensional S*-invariant subspace and T(p) is defined as the 
restriction of S* to Kerp(S*). 
We have shown [3] that T(p) enjoys the following extremum property: 
Given any linear contraction T on an n-dimensional Hilbert space such that 
p(T) = O, then 
ITml < IT(p)ml 
for all nonnegative m. 
The motivation of this result is in the theory of iteration processes: 
the critical exponent of the n-dimensional Hilbert space being n [2], the 
norm of the nth power of an n-dimensional contraction yields important 
information about the convergence of the corresponding iteration process. 
In a manner of speaking, the result says that, in the class A(p) of all n- 
dimensional contractions T annihilated by p, the convergence of the process 
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Ys+l -~ Ay~ + b cannot be slower than that for the process corresponding 
to T(p): within the class A(p) the norm of each T m assumes its maximum 
at T(p). This extremal property of T(p) can be extended even further: 
the ruth powers are not the only functions of T maximized at T(p). It is 
possible to show [1] that the inequality remains valid for any holomorphic 
functions: if h is holomorphic in the unit disk, then [h(T)[ _< [h(T(p))[ for 
any T E A(p). It is interesting to note that a simple technical modification 
of the proof given originally by the author in [3] also yields this extended 
result [5]. 
Since T(p) turns out to be nonderogatory, its algebraic structure is eas- 
ily described. In order to examine its geometric structure, the author has 
computed, in [3], the matrix of T(p) with respect o a natural orthonor- 
mal basis. See also [6]. This matrix asssumes an especially simple form 
in the important particular case of the polynomial p(z) = (z - a)n; it 
turns out to be the Toeplitz matrix corresponding to a symbol, a MSbius 
function. 
The method used in [4, 6] was based on identifying the Hilbert space of 
sequences with the Hardy space H 2 of functions holomorphic in the unit 
disk and using suitable Blaschke products to construct he basis required. 
This method involves some computation with H 2 functions but has the 
advantage of providing insight into the geometric structure of the backward 
shift when restricted to Kerp(S*). 
In the present note we point out that the results may be obtained in 
a considerably simpler manner as consequences of some natural identities 
involving MSbius functions of the shift operator. The advantage of this 
approach lies in the fact that it reduces the amount of computations and 
illuminates different features of the matter; the operator identities are not 
without interest in their own right. In what follows we prove these iden- 
tities and indicate how they can be used to obtain matrix representations 
of T(p). 
The operator identities to be discussed escribe relations between MSbius 
functions of the shift operator on H 2. Although the Hardy space H 2 is our 
main concern, the reader will observe that the identities are valid for an 
isometry in an arbitrary Hilbert space. The open unit disk will be denoted 
by D. 
For each A E D we define the evaluation functional e(~) E H 2 by the 
requirement that f(A) = (f, e(A)) for each f E H 2. Thus 
1 
e(A)(z) = 1 - A*z" 
The shift operator on H 2 will be denoted by S; thus (S f ) (z )  = z f (z )  
for every z in the open unit disk and every f E H 2. 
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The following two basic identities will be used throughout he present 
note. They are valid for any isometry S in an arbitrary Hilbert space: 
(S* - /3 ) (S  - c~*) = (1 - ct*S*)(1 - /~S) ,  
(1  - c~S) (1  - c~*S*)  - (S  - c~*) (S*  - c~) : (1  - I c~[2) (1  - SS*). 
We now proceed to list several elementary formulae which will be used 
in the sequel. The verification of these formulae is immediate; it will be 
convenient, however, to state them explicitly, since they will be repeatedly 
used in our considerations. 
NOTATION. For every a q D we set 
E (c J  : (1 - aS)  -1, 
M(o 0 • (S - oz*)(1 - ~S) -1. 
LEMMA 1.1. For every a E D 
= S* + 
S*e(a)  : a*e(a) .  
Proof. The first formula follows from 
S*[ ( I  - aS)  - I  - I] = S*~S( I  - aS) -1 ;  
the  second is a consequence  of  the  ident i ty  e(c~) = E(c~*)e(O) .  
LEMMA 1.2. For every c~ E D the operator M(c~) is an isometry, the 
kernel of M(a)* is the one-dimensional subspace spanned by e(c~*). 
Proof. For every ~ = a the basic identity yields 
(S* - c~)(S - n'*) = (1 - ~*S*)(1 - c~S), 
whence M(c~)*M(c~) = 1. The second assertion is a consequence of the 
second basic identity. Indeed, the kernel of M(c~)* equals the range of 
1 - M(a)M(a* ) ,  and 
1 - M(e~)M(a*) 
= (1 - c~S) -1 [ (1  - c~S)( l  - c~*S*)  - (S  - c~*)(S* - (~)](1 - (~*S*)  -1  
: (1 - as ) - l (1  - la12)(1 - SS* ) (1  - cgS*) -1. 
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Since 1 - a 'S*  is invertible, the range of 1 - M(a)*M(a)  is identical 
with the range of (1 - aS) -1 (1  - SS*) ,  and this, in its turn, is the set of 
all elements of the form (~/1 - az) .  • 
LEMMA 1.3. 
(S* - a )M(a)  = 1 - a 'S* .  
Proof. A consequence of
( s*  - a ) ( s  - a* )  = (1 - a ' s* ) (1  - as ) .  
In this section we establish some simple identities involving operator 
Blaschke products: Applied to suitable elements of H 2, these operator iden- 
tities make it possible to construct natural orthonormal bases of kerp(S*) 
with respect to which the matrix of the restriction of S* assumes a fairly 
simple triangular form. 
We shall need the explicit form of the inverse of a band matrix. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Given a matr ix  of the fo rm 
B = 
(1 O00 01/ -/31 1 0 -.. 0 
0 -;32 1 . . .  0 , 
0 0 0 "" - ;3,~-1 
the inverse B -1 is 
B -1 
I 1 0 0 0 ... 
/31 1 0 0 ... 
;312 ;32 1 0 . . .  
;313 ;323 ;33 1 . . .  
in ' " ' " ' '  \ ;31,-1 ;3~,n-1 ;33,n-1 ;34,n-1 " "  
where for  p < q, ;3pq stands for  ;3p;3p+l " " " ;3q. 
0~ 
0 
0 
0 ' 
0 
1 
Let p be the polynomial 
p(z )  = (z  - a l ) . - .  ( z  - an)  
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with all zeros o~j E D. For k : 1, 2 , . . .  define Uk as follows: 
U1 = E(Ctl), 
if k > 1, Uk = M(a l ) . . .M(ak -1)E( (xk) .  
The action of S* on the sequence Uk may be described as follows. For 
k -- 1, we have 
(S* - -  O~l)U 1 : (S* - -  a l )E (oq)  = S*. 
Writ ing, for brevity, Wk = (S* - ak)Uk, we obtain, for k > 1, 
Wk = (S* - ak )EkMt . . .  Mk-1 
= S*MI . . .Mk-1  
= S*(S  --O~*k_l)E(ak-l)Ml'"Mk-2 
-- (1 - a*k_ jS* )E(ak_ l )M1. . .  Mk-2 
-~- Uk_  1 -- O~_l(Wk_ 1 -{- O~k_ lUk_ l )  
= ~k- lUk -1  - a*k_ ,Wk-1 ,  
where we have set am = 1 - [aml 2. Summing up, we have the following 
sequence of equations 
W1 = S*, 
W2 -~ a~W1 : O'lUl , 
W3 + a~W2 = ~2U2, 
This sequence of equations may be restated in the form of a matr ix  equation 
(iool o o l)l l s 
a~ 1 . . .  0 W2 ~IUt 
0 0 . . .  a* \ c rn - lU ,~- l ]  
n--1 
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Replacing, for simplicity, a~ by -fli, we obtain 
1 0 
-31 1 
0 -32 
-1 
1 °'1U1 
• " \(Tn- lUn-1 
-3n-1  1 
(1) 
Thus Wi equals the scalar product of the row of index i - 1 with the 
column (S*, alU1,. . .  ~-1U~-1)  T. 
Consequently, WI = S* and, for i > 1, 
Wi = 31"'" 3i-1 S* -}- 32 ' "  3i-lCrlU1 -]- 33""  3 i -  10"2U2 Jr-... 
~- 3i_lGi_2Ui_2 -~ oi_lUi_l• 
PROPOSITION 1.5. The action of S* is described by the relations 
S*U 1 : S* -~-otlU 1
and for i > 1 
~*Ui : 31 .•. 3 i - lS*  -}- 32 "•' 3 i -  lO1U1 Jr- 33 ..• 3i-lO'2U2 
+ " ' "  -k 3i-1(7i-2Ui-2 -]- a i - lU i -1  Jr- o~iUi. 
PROPOSITION 1.6• The vectors ei = a~/2Uieo, i = 1 ,2 ,• . . ,n ,  form an 
orthonormal system• The matrix of S* with respect o this basis is given by 
i /2 .  . ~_1~/2e2  (s* -~)~ = ~1232. .3~_1o11~el + u2 ,~..  
1/2~ 112 112 1/2 
~- ~Ti_2/9i_1~7 i el-2 -]- ~7i_l~r i ei-1. 
Proof. Set uj = Uje(O) = M1.." Mj - le (a ; ) ,  and let us show that the  
set Ul,. • •, Un is orthogonal. Indeed, if j < k we have 
(uj,uk) = (~(a ; ) ,M j . . .Mk- le (~) )  
=(M(a j ) *e (a~) ,M j+ l . . .Mk- le (a~) )  
~0.  
To prove that uj E kerp(S*) it suffices to show that (S* - a l ) - - .  (S* - 
aj)Uj may be represented in the form g(S*)S* for a suitable polynomial 
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g. Indeed, (S* - al)U1 = S*. For j > 1 we obtain, using the identity 
(S* - a)  = (1 - a*S*)M(a)*, 
(S* - a t ) ' - '  (S* - ay)Uj = (1 - a~S*). . .  (1 - a ;_ IS* ) (S*  - a j )  
x Mr . . .Mf_ IM1. . .M j_ IE (a j )  
= (1 - (1  - ai_ s*)s* , ,  
The results admit a reformulation in terms of (operator valued) M6bius 
functions. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Denote by A the diagonal matrix with al , .  •., an on 
the diagonal and by 3,4 the MSbius operator function 
Ad(X) = (X + A)(1 + A'X) - ' .  
Then 
(S 'U1 , . . . ,  S*Un) = (f~10, ~11,--. ,  ~l,n-1)S* -t- (U l , . . . ,  Un).A/[(sT). 
Proof. Equation (1) may be rewritten in the form 
S* U 1 U1 
• - A ' = (1 + SnA*) -1 + S~(1 - AA*) 
Taking transposes, 
(S 'U1, . . .  ,S*Un) : (S*,O,... ,0)(1 + A 'sT )  -1 
-'['- (U1,. . . ,  Un)[A ~r" (1 - AA*)S T (1 + A 'sT )  - 1] 
= (/~10,-- • ,/~l,n-1)S* 
-~-(U1,..•,Un)(S T -~- A)(1 -I- A ' sT )  -1. • 
In the case of the polynomial p(z) = (z - a) n the matrix of S* assumes 
the particularly simple form of a Toeplitz matrix. We shall see that, in this 
case, it suffices to work with scalar M6bius functions• We intend to prove 
the following 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Leta E D, p(z) = (z -a )  n, g(A) = (A+a)/( l+a*A),  
M = M(a) ,  f (A )=(1-AM)  -1. Then 
S*f()~) • (S*  - a ) (X  Jr- a*~)  -1  -[- g()~)f()~). 
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The vectors Uo,. . . ,  un-1, where uj = MJe(c~*), form an orthogonal system 
with respect o which the matrix of S* equals g(S~). 
Proof. Let a E D and set M = M(a) .  Consider the operatorvalued 
analytic function f defined for A E D as 
f(A) = (1 -- AM) -1. 
Using M*M = 1, it is easy to prove the relation 
M*f(A)  = M* + Af(A). 
It follows that  
(S* - a) f (A)  = (1 - a*S*)M*f(A) 
= (1 - a*S*)[M* + Af(A)] 
= S* - a + Af(A) - a 'AS* f  (A), 
whence 
(1 + a*A)S*f(A) = S* - a + (A + a)f(A) .  
For S ' f  (A) we obtain thus 
S* -a  A+a 
S* f(A) = 1 + ~*---------2 + 1 ~-aZ-A f(A)" 
In particular, 
A + c~ f(A)e(a*). S*f(A)e(a*) - 1 + a*~ [] 
The vectors uj = MJe(a *), j = O, 1, . . . ,  n - 1, form an orthogonal basis 
of kerp(S*) for p(z) = (z - a) '~. If g is the M6bius function g(A) = 
(A + a) / (1  + a 'A) ,  we can show that  the matrix of S* with respect o the 
basis uo,. . . ,u,~-i  equals g(S~). This is a consequence of the following 
identities: 
(S*uo, . . . ,  S*un-1)(1, A , . . . ,  An--l) T = E S*ujAJ 
j=O 
= S*f(A)e(a*) mod A n = 9(A)f(A)e(a*) rood A n 
n- -1  
= g(A) ~ u jM mod A '~ = (uo.- .  Un-1)g(S~)(1,..., An-l) T. 
0 
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